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Modification rule of monodromies in an R2–move

KENTA HAYANO

An R2 –move is a homotopy of wrinkled fibrations which deforms images of indefinite
fold singularities like the Reidemeister move of type II. Variants of this move are
contained in several important deformations of wrinkled fibrations. In this paper, we
first investigate how monodromies are changed by this move. For a given fibration
and its vanishing cycles, we then give an algorithm to obtain vanishing cycles in a
single reference fiber of a fibration obtained by flip and slip, which is a sequence
of homotopies increasing fiber genera. As an application of this algorithm, we give
several examples of diagrams which were introduced by Williams to describe smooth
4–manifolds by a finite sequence of simple closed curves in a closed surface.

57R45; 30F99

1 Introduction

Over the last few years, several new fibrations on 4–manifolds were introduced and
studied by means of various tools: singularity theory, mapping class groups and so
on. These studies originated from the work of Auroux, Donaldson and Katzarkov [2]
in which they generalized the results of Donaldson [7] and Gompf [15] on relations
between symplectic manifolds and Lefschetz fibrations to those on relations between
near-symplectic 4–manifolds and corresponding fibrations, called broken Lefschetz
fibrations. After their study, Perutz [19; 20] defined the Lagrangian matching invariant
for near-symplectic 4–manifolds as a generalization of the standard surface counting of
Donaldson and Smith [8] for symplectic 4–manifolds using broken Lefschetz fibrations.
Although this invariant is a candidate for geometric interpretation of the Seiberg–Witten
invariant, even smooth invariance of this invariant is not verified so far. We need to
understand deformations (in the space of more general fibrations) between two broken
Lefschetz fibrations in order to prove the invariance. There are several results on this
matter (see Lekili [18], Williams [22; 21], and Gay and Kirby [13; 14], for example).

On the other hand, broken Lefschetz fibrations themselves have been studied in terms of
mapping class groups using vanishing cycles. For example, the classification problem of
fibrations with particular properties was solved by means of this combinatorial method
(see Baykur and Kamada [5] and the author [16; 17]). It turns out that every closed
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oriented 4–manifold admits a broken Lefschetz fibration (see Akbulut and Karakurt [1],
Baykur [3] and [18]). It is therefore natural to expect that broken Lefschetz fibrations
enable us to deal with a broader range of 4–manifolds in a combinatorial way, as we
dealt with symplectic 4–manifolds using Lefschetz fibrations. For developing topology
of smooth 4–manifolds by means of mapping class groups, it is necessary to understand
the relation between several deformations which appeared in the previous paragraph
and vanishing cycles of fibrations.

In this paper, we will pay attention to a specific deformation of fibrations, called an
R2 –move. In this move, the image of indefinite fold singularities is changed by the
Reidemeister move of type II (we will define this move in Section 3; see Figure 5).
In particular, the region with the highest genus fibers was cut off in this deformation.
Furthermore, monodromies in this region might be changed by this move. This move
appears in a lot of important deformations of fibrations. For example, flip and slip,
which was first introduced by Baykur [3], is an application of flip twice followed by
a variant of an R2 –move. Another variant of an R2 –move played a key role in the
work of Williams [21], which gave a purely combinatorial description of 4–manifolds
(which we will mention in Section 6).

The main purpose of this paper is to understand how monodromies are changed by an
R2 –move. We will prove that modifications of monodromies in an R2 –move can be
controlled by an intersection of kernels of some homomorphisms (see Theorem 3.9).
We will also give an algorithm to obtain vanishing cycles in a reference fiber of a
fibration obtained by flip and slip in terms of the mapping class group (see Theorems 4.1,
4.3, 5.1, 5.2, 6.5 and 6.7). Note that it is not easy to determine vanishing cycles in a
single reference fiber of the fibration obtained by applying flip and slip. Indeed, in this
modification, two regions with the highest genus fibers are connected by a variant of the
R2 –move. It is easy to obtain vanishing cycles in fibers in the respective components
since flip is a local deformation. However, we need to deal with a certain monodromy
derived from a variant of the R2 –move to understand how these fibers are identified
(see also Remark 2.3).

In Section 2, we will give several definitions and notation which we will use in this
paper. Sections 3, 4 and 5 are the main parts of this paper. In Section 3, we will
examine how monodromies are changed in R2 –moves. The results obtained in this
section will play a key role in the following sections. In Sections 4 and 5, we will give
an algorithm to obtain vanishing cycles of a fibration modified by flip and slip. We
will first deal with fibrations with large fiber genera in Section 4, and then turn our
attention to fibrations with small fiber genera in Section 5. In Section 6, we will give a
modification rule of a diagram Williams introduced, which is called a surface diagram,
when the corresponding fibration is changed by flip and slip. We will then construct
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surface diagrams of some standard 4–manifolds, S4 , S1�S3 , CP2 # CP
2

and so on.
Note that, as far as the author knows, these are the first nontrivial examples of surface
diagrams.
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2 Preliminaries

2.1 Wrinkled fibrations

We first define several singularities to which we will pay attention in this paper.

Definition 2.1 Let M and B be smooth manifolds of dimension 4 and 2, respectively.
For a smooth map f W M ! B , we denote by Sf �M the set of critical points of f .

(1) An element p 2 Sf is called an indefinite fold singularity of f if there exist
real coordinates .t;x;y; z/ (resp. .s; w/) around p (resp. f .p/) such that f is
locally written in these coordinates as

f W .t;x;y; z/ 7! .s; w/D .t;x2
Cy2

� z2/:

(2) An element p 2 Sf is called an indefinite cusp singularity of f if there exist
real coordinates .t;x;y; z/ (resp. .s; w/) around p (resp. f .p/) such that f is
locally written in these coordinates as

f W .t;x;y; z/ 7! .s; w/D .t;x3
� 3txCy2

� z2/:

(3) We further assume that the manifolds M and B are oriented. An element p 2Sf
is called a Lefschetz singularity of f if there exists complex coordinates .z; w/
(resp. � ) around p (resp. f .p/) compatible with orientation of the manifold M

(resp. B ) such that f is locally written in these coordinates as

f W .z; w/ 7! � D zw:

We can also define definite fold singularities and definite cusp singularities. However,
these singularities will not appear in this paper. We call an indefinite fold (resp. cusp)
singularity a fold (resp. cusp) for simplicity.
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Definition 2.2 Let M and B be oriented, compact, smooth manifolds of dimension 4

and 2, respectively. A smooth map f W M ! B is called a wrinkled fibration if it
satisfies the following conditions:

(1) f �1.@B/D @M

(2) The set of singularities Sf consists of folds, cusps and Lefschetz singularities.

A wrinkled fibration f is called a purely wrinkled fibration if f has no Lefschetz
singularities.

2.2 Mapping class groups and a homomorphism ˆc

Let †g be a closed, oriented, connected surface of genus g . We take subsets Ai ;Bj �

†g . We define a group Mod .†gIA1; : : : ;An/.B1; : : : ;Bm/ by

Mod .†gIA1; : : : ;An/.B1; : : : ;Bm/

D fŒT � 2 �0.DiffC .†gIA1; : : : ;An/; id/ j T .Bj /D Bj for all j g;

where DiffC .†gIA1; : : : ;An/ is defined as

DiffC .†gIA1; : : : ;An/D fdiffeomorphisms T W †g!†g j T .Ai/DAi for all i g:

In this paper, we define a group structure on the above group by multiplication reverse
to the composition, that is, for elements T1;T2 2 DiffC .†gIA1; : : : ;An/, we define
the product T1 �T2 as

T1 �T2 D T2 ıT1:

We define a group structure of Mod .†gIA1; : : : ;An/.B1; : : : ;Bm/ in the same way.
For simplicity, we denote by Mg the group Mod .†g/.

Let c � †g be a simple closed curve. For a given element  2 Mod .†g/.c/, we
take a representative T W †g!†g 2 DiffC .†g/ preserving the curve c setwise. The
restriction T j†gnc W †g n c!†g n c is also a diffeomorphism. Let Sc be the surface
obtained by attaching two disks with marked points at the origin to †g n c along c .
The surface Sc is diffeomorphic to †g�1 with two marked points if c is nonseparating,
or Sc is a disjoint union of †g1

with a marked point and †g2
with a marked point

for some g1;g2 if c is separating. The diffeomorphism T j†gnc can be extended to
a diffeomorphism zT W Sc ! Sc . We define an element ˆ�c .ŒT �/ as an isotopy class
of zT , which is contained in the group Mod .Sc I fv1; v2g/, where v1; v2 are the marked
points. The following map is a well-defined homomorphism:

ˆ�c W Mod .†g/.c/!Mod .Sc I fv1; v2g/
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Furthermore, we define a homomorphism ˆc on Mod .†g/.c/ as the composition
Fv1;v2

ıˆ�c , where Fv1;v2
W Mod .Sc I fv1; v2g/!Mod .Sc/ is the forgetful map. The

range of this map is Mg�1 if c is nonseparating, Mg1
�Mg2

if c is separating and
g1 ¤ g2 , and .Mg1

�Mg2
/Ì Z=2Z if c is separating and g1 D g2 .

2.3 Several homotopies of fibrations

In this subsection, we will give a quick review of some deformations of smooth maps
from 4–manifolds to surfaces which we will use in this paper. For details about this,
see [18] or [22], for example.

2.3.1 Sink and unsink Lekili [18] introduced a homotopy which removes a Lefschetz
singularity near a fold locus, and gives rise to a cusp singularity as in Figure 1.

c3

1

3

2

c1

c2

1

2

Figure 1: How a base diagram is changed in a sink: the image of a Lefschetz
singularity is described by a square, while base points are described by dots.

This deformation is called a sink and the inverse move is called an unsink. We can
always change a cusp into a Lefschetz singularity by an unsink. However, we can apply
a sink only when c3 corresponds to the curve tc1

.c2/ and c1 intersects c2 in a single
point transversely, where ci is a vanishing cycle determined by i , which is a reference
path in the base space described in Figure 1.

2.3.2 Flip and “flip and slip” The homotopy called a flip is locally written as

fsW R
4
3 .t;x;y; z/ 7! .t;x4

�x2sCxt Cy2
� z2/ 2R2:

The set of singularities Sfs
� R4 is equal to f.t;x; 0; 0/ 2 R4 j 4x3 � 2sxC t D 0g.

For s < 0, this set consists of indefinite folds. For s > 0, this set contains two cusps as
in the right side of Figure 2.
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c1

c2
c3

2

1 3

Figure 2: Left: the image of singularities for s < 0; right: the image of
singularities for s > 0; ci describes a vanishing cycle determined by the
reference path i ; as is described, c1 is disjoint from c3

Baykur [3] and Lekili [18] introduced a certain global homotopy, which is called a flip
and slip. This modification adds four cusps to the set of critical points of the fibration
(see Figure 3). If a lower genus regular fiber of the original fibration (ie a regular fiber
on the inside of the singular circle on the far left of Figure 3) is disconnected, then
this fiber becomes connected after the modification. If a lower genus regular fiber is
connected, this fiber becomes the higher genus fiber and its genus is increased by 2.

Figure 3: The circle in the far left figure describes the image of singularities
of the original fibration. After applying a flip twice, we change the fibration
by a homotopy which makes the singular image a circle without self-
intersection.

Remark 2.3 It is not straightforward to deduce how all the vanishing cycles appear
in a single reference fiber after performing a flip and slip. Indeed, to find the vanishing
cycles, we need to know how to identify the two regular fibers in the regions with the
highest genus fiber in the center of Figure 3. As we will show in the following sections,
this identification depends on the choice of homotopies, especially the choice of a “slip”
(from the middle figure to the right one in Figure 3).
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We remark that such a modification can be also applied when the set of singularities of
the original fibration contains cusps. We first apply a flip twice between two consecutive
cusps. We then apply a slip in the same way as in the case that the original fibration
contains no cusps (see Figure 4). We also call this deformation a flip and slip.

flip
�! !

slip
��!

Figure 4: Base loci in a flip and slip when the original fibration has cusps

3 A fibration over the annulus with two components of indef-
inite folds

Let N be a 3–manifold obtained by a 1–handle attachment to †g � I followed by a
2–handle attachment whose attaching circle is nonseparating and is disjoint from the
belt circle of the 1–handle. The manifold N has a Morse function hW N ! I with two
critical points: one is the origin of the 1–handle p1 2N whose index is 1, and the other
is the origin of the 2–handle p2 2N whose index is 2. We assume that the value of p1

under h is 4
9

, and the value of p2 under h is 5
9

. We put M DN �S1 and we define
f D h� idS1 W M ! I �S1 . We denote by Z1 �M (resp. Z2 �M ) the component
of indefinite folds of f satisfying f .Z1/D f

4
9
g �S1 (resp. f .Z2/D f

5
9
g �S1 ).

We identify S1 with Œ0;1�=f0;1g. By construction of N , we can identify f �1.f1
2
g�f0g/

with the closed surface †gC1 . Moreover, this identification is unique up to Dehn
twist tc , where c �†gC1 is the belt sphere of the 1–handle. We denote by d �†gC1

the attaching circle of the 2–handle. In this section, we look at a monodromy of the
fibration f , especially how a monodromy along the curve  D f1

2
g �S1 is changed

by a certain homotopy of f . We remark that the number of connected components of
the complement †gC1 n .c [ d/ is at most 2 since both c and d are nonseparating.
We call .c; d/ a bounding pair of genus g1 if the complement †gC1 n .c[d/ consists
of two twice punctured surfaces of genus g1 and g2 D g�g1 .
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Let c; d �†gC1 be mutually disjoint nonseparating simple closed curves. We look at
details of the homomorphisms

ˆc W Mod .†gC1/.c; d/!Mod .†g/.d/;

ˆd W Mod .†gC1/.c; d/!Mod .†g/.c/:

We first consider the case that .c; d/ is not a bounding pair. In this case, the union
c t d is nonseparating in †g . As we mentioned in Section 2, for a nonseparating
simple closed curve c � †g , the homomorphism ˆc is defined by Fv1;v2

ıˆ�c . It
is proved by Farb and Margalit in [12] that the kernel of the homomorphism ˆ�c is
generated by the Dehn twist tc .

Let Mod .†g/.c
ori/ be the subgroup of Mod .†g/.c/ whose element is represented by

a diffeomorphism preserving an orientation of c . We can define the homomorphism
ˆori

c W Mod .†g/.c
ori/!Mg�1 as we define ˆc . Furthermore, we can decompose

this map as

ˆori
c W Mod .†g/.c

ori/
ˆ
�;ori
c
���!Mod .†g�1I v1; v2/

Fv1;v2
����!Mg�1:

It is known that the following sequence is exact (see Birman [6]):

�1.DiffC.†g�1//! �1.†g�1 �†g�1 n�†g�1/!Mod.†g�1I v1; v2/

!Mg�1! 1;

where

�†g�1 �†g�1 �†g�1

is the diagonal set. Let DiffC
0
.†g�1/ be the connected component of DiffC .†g�1/

which contains the identity map. Since DiffC
0
.†g�1/ is contractible if g is greater

than or equal to 3 (see Earle and Eells [9]), the kernel of the map

Fv1;v2
W Mod .†g�1I v1; v2/!Mg�1

is isomorphic to the fundamental group of †g�1 �†g�1 n�†g�1 .

Define Mod .†gC1/.c
ori; d/, Mod .†gC1/.c; d

ori/ and Mod .†gC1/.c
ori; dori/ (sub-

groups of the group Mod .†gC1/.c; d/) as we define the group Mod .†g/.c
ori/. From

the construction of the maps, we obtain the following commutative diagram:
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(1)

Mod .†g�1Iw1; w2/ Mg�1 Mod .†g�1I v1; v2/

Mod .†g/.d
ori/ Mod .†g/.c

ori/

Mod .†gC1/.c
ori; dori/

Mod .†gI v1; v2/.d
ori/ Mod .†gIw1; w2/.c

ori/

Mod .†g�1I v1; v2; w1; w2/

Fw1;w2
Fv1;v2

ˆori
d ˆori

cˆ
�;ori
d ˆ

�;ori
c

ˆori
c ˆori

d

ˆ
�;ori
c ˆ

�;ori
d

ˆ
�;ori
d ˆ

�;ori
c

Fv1;v2
Fw1;w2

Fv1;v2
Fw1;w2

Since c is disjoint from d , the kernel of ˆc W Mod .†gC1/.c; d/ ! Mod .†g/.d/

is contained in the group Mod .†gC1/.c; d
ori/. Similarly, Kerˆd is contained in

Mod .†gC1/.c
ori; d/. Thus, we obtain

Kerˆc \Kerˆd �Mod .†gC1/.c
ori; dori/;

Kerˆc \Kerˆd D Kerˆori
c \Kerˆori

d :

The map ˆ�;ori
d
ıˆ
�;ori
c D ˆ

�;ori
c ıˆ

�;ori
d

sends the group Kerˆori
c \Kerˆori

d
to the

group Ker Fv1;v2
\Ker Fw1;w2

�Mod .†g�1I v1; v2; w1; w2/, which is contained in

Ker .Fv1;v2;w1;w2
W Mod .†g�1; v1; v2; w1; w2/!Mg�1/:

Lemma 3.1 The following restrictions are isomorphisms:

ˆ
�;ori
d
ıˆ�;ori

c jKerˆc\Kerˆd
W Kerˆc \Kerˆd ! Ker Fv1;v2

\Ker Fw1;w2

ˆ
�;ori
d
jKerˆc\Kerˆd

W Kerˆc \Kerˆd ! Kerˆori
c \Ker Fw1;w2

ˆ�;ori
c jKerˆc\Kerˆd

W Kerˆc \Kerˆd ! Ker Fv1;v2
\Kerˆori

d

Proof of Lemma 3.1 We only prove that the first map is an isomorphism (we can
prove the other maps are isomorphisms similarly). In this proof, we denote the map
ˆ
�;ori
d
ıˆ
�;ori
c jKerˆc\Kerˆd

by ˆ for simplicity. We first prove that ˆ is injective. We
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take an element  2Kerˆ. Since the kernel of ˆ�;ori
c (resp. ˆ�;ori

d
) is generated by tc

(resp. td ),  is equal to tm
c � t

n
d

, for some m; n 2 Z. Since  is contained in Kerˆc ,
we have ˆc. /D tn

d
D 1. Thus, we obtain nD 0. Similarly, we can obtain mD 0

and this completes the proof of injectivity of ˆ.

We next prove that ˆ is surjective. For an element � 2 Ker Fv1;v2
\ Ker Fw1;w2

,
we can take an element x� 2Mod .†gC1/.c

ori; dori/ which mapped to � by the map
ˆ
�;ori
d
ıˆ
�;ori
c since both of the maps ˆ�;ori

d
and ˆ�;ori

c are surjective. By the com-
mutative diagram (1), ˆori

d
.x�/ is contained in the kernel of ˆ�;ori

c . Thus, we obtain
ˆori

d
.x�/D tc

n , for some n 2 Z. Similarly, we obtain ˆori
c .
x�/D td

m , for some m 2 Z.
Therefore, x� � tc�n � td

�m is contained in the group Kerˆc \Kerˆd and mapped to �
by the map ˆ. This completes the proof of surjectivity of ˆ.

Let "W DiffC.†g�1/! .†g�1/
4 n z� be the evaluation map at v1; v2; w1; w2 2†g�1 ,

where z� is the subset of .†g�1/
4 defined as

z�D f.x1;x2;x3;x4/ 2 .†g�1/
4
j there exist i and j , i ¤ j ; such that xi D xj g:

The map " is a locally trivial fibration with fiber DiffC .†g�1; v1; v2; w1; w2/ (see [6]).
Since .†g�1/

4 n z� is connected, we obtain the following exact sequence:

(2) �1.DiffC .†g�1I v1; v2; w1; w2/; id/! �1.DiffC .†g�1/; id/
"�
�! �1..†g�1/

4
n z�; .v1; v2; w1; w2//!Mod .†g�1I v1; v2; w1; w2/

!Mg�1! 1

Note that the map Mod .†g�1I v1; v2; w1; w2/!Mg�1 is Fv1;v2;w1;w2
. The group

DiffC
0
.†g�1/ is contractible if g � 3 [9]. Therefore, if g � 3, the kernel of the

map Fv1;v2;w1;w2
is isomorphic to the fundamental group of the configuration space

.†g�1/
4 n z�. Moreover, under the identification Ker Fv1;v2;w1;w2

Š �1..†g�1/
4 n

z�; .v1; v2; w1; w2//, the kernel of the map Fw1;w2
corresponds to the homomorphism

p1;�W �1..†g�1/
4
n z�; .v1; v2; w1; w2//! �1.†g�1 �†g�1 n�†g�1; .v1; v2//;

where p1 is the projection onto the first and second components. Similarly, the kernel
of the map Fv1;v2

corresponds to the homomorphism

p2;�W �1..†g�1/
4
n z�; .v1; v2; w1; w2//! �1.†g�1 �†g�1 n�†g�1; .w1; w2//;

where p2 is the projection onto the third and fourth components. Eventually, we obtain
the isomorphism

Ker Fv1;v2
\Ker Fw1;w2

Š Ker p1;�\Ker p2;�:
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For an oriented surface S and points x;y 2 S , we define ….S;x;y/ as the set
of embedded paths from x to y . For an element � 2 ….S;x;y/, we denote by
L.�/W .Œ0; 1�; f0; 1g/! .S nfyg;x/ a loop in the neighborhood of �, which is injective
on Œ0; 1/ and homotopic to a loop obtained by connecting x to a sufficiently small
counterclockwise circle around y using �.

Lemma 3.2 For an element �2….†g�1nfvi ; wj g; vk ; wl/ .fi; kgD fj ; lgD f1; 2g/,
we denote by l.�/ the loop

t 7!

�
.L.�/.t/; v2; w1; w2/ k D 1;

.v1;L.�/.t/; w1; w2/ k D 2;

where t 2 Œ0; 1� and the right-hand side is in †4
gn
z�. Then, the group Ker p1;�\Ker p2;�

is generated by the set˚
Œl.�/� 2 �1..†g�1/

4
n z�; .v1; v2; w1; w2//

j � 2….†g�1 n fvi ; wj g; vk ; wl/; fi; kg D fj ; lg D f1; 2g
	
:

Proof of Lemma 3.2 When the space S is obvious, we denote by � the diagonal
subset of S � S for simplicity. It is obvious that an element Œl.�/� is contained in
the group Ker p1;�\Ker p2;� for any � 2….†g�1 n fvi ; wj g; vk ; wl/. We prove that
any element of Ker p1;�\Ker p2;� can be represented by the product Œl.�1/ � � � l.�m/�,
for some �p 2….†g�1 n fvip ; wjp

g; vkp
; wlp /. To prove this, we need the following

theorem.

Theorem 3.3 (Fadell and Neuwirth [11, Theorem 3]) The projection

p2W .†g�1/
4
n z�! .†g�1/

2
n�

is a locally trivial fibration with fiber .†g�1 n fw1; w2g/
2 n�.

By Theorem 3.3, we obtain the following homotopy exact sequence:

�2..†g�1/
2
n�; .w1; w2//! �1..†g�1 n fw1; w2g/

2
n�; .v1; v2//

! �1..†g�1/
4
n z�; .v1; v2; w1; w2//

p2;�

���! �1..†g�1/
2
n�; .w1; w2//

! �0..†g�1 n fw1; w2g/
2
n�; .v1; v2//

Since the space .†g�1 n fw1; w2g/
2 n� is connected and the space .†g�1/

2 n� is
aspherical (cf [11, Corollary 2.2]), the inclusion map i W .†g�1 n fw1; w2g/

2 n�!

.†g�1/
4 n z� gives the isomorphism

i�W �1..†g�1 n fw1; w2g/
2
n�; .v1; v2//! Ker p2;�:
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Let i 0W .†g�1 n fw1; w2g/
2 n� ! .†g�1/

2 n� be the inclusion map. The group
Ker p1;� \Ker p2;� is isomorphic to the group Ker i 0� since the following diagram
commutes:

.†g�1 n fw1; w2g/
2 n� .†g�1/

4 n z�

.†g�1/
2 n�

i

p1
i0

Thus, it is sufficient to prove that any element of Ker i 0� can be represented by the
product Œl 0.�1/ � � � l

0.�m/� for some �p 2….†g�1 nfvip ; wjp
g; vkp

; wlp /, where l 0.�p/

is the loop defined by

Œ0; 1� 3 t 7!

�
.L.�p/.t/; v2/ kp D 1;

.v1;L.�p/.t// kp D 2;

where t 2 Œ0; 1� and the right-hand side is in .†g�1 n fw1; w2g/
2 n�. We take an

element Œ�� 2Ker i 0� , where �W .S1; 1/! ..†g�1 n fw1; w2g/
2 n�; .v1; v2// is a loop

(1 2 S1 �C ). We can assume that � is an embedding. Since i 0.�/ is nullhomotopic in
the space †2

g�1
n�, we can take a map x�W D2! .†g�1/

2n� satisfying the following
conditions:

(a) The restriction x�j@D2 is equal to i 0.�/.

(b) x� is a complete immersion, that is, x� satisfies:
� x� is an immersion.
� ]x��1.p/ is at most 2 for each p 2 x�.D2/.
� For any point p 2 x�.D2/ such that ]x��1.p/ D 2, there exists a disk

neighborhood Di � †
2
g�1 n� of the point pi 2

x��1.p/ such that x� is
an embedding over Di , and that x�.D1/ intersects x�.D2/ at the unique point
p transversely, where fp1;p2g D

x��1.p/.

(c) For each i 2 f1; 2g, x��1.fwig� .†g�1 nfwig// and x��1..†g�1 nfwig/�fwig/

is a discrete set and is contained in Int D2\R.

(d) The set x��1.fp 2†2
g�1
n� j ]x�.p/D 2g/ is contained in Int D2\R.

(e) x�.D2/ does not contain the point .w1; w2/ and .w2; w1/.

We define a discrete set B � Int D2\R as

B D

2a
iD1

x��1.fwig � .†g�1 n fwig/

2a
jD1

x��1.†g�1 n fwj g/� fwj g/

[ x��1.fp 2†2
g�1 n� j ]

x�.p/D 2g/:
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We put B D fq1; : : : ; qng �D2\R. We assume that q1 < � � �< qn . Denote by Si the
upper semicircle centered at .1C qi/=2 whose ends are 1 and qi . We also denote by
�i a loop obtained by connecting a small counterclockwise circle around qi to the point
1 2 S1 using Si . Since x� is an embedding over Si , the image x�.Si/ is an embedded
path, which we denote by .�1.Si/; �2.Si//�†

2
g�1
n�. The loop x�.�i/ is homotopic

to one of the following loops:

x�.�i/'

8<:
l 0.�1.Si// if x�.qi/ is contained in fwig � .†g�1 n fwig/

l 0.�2.Si// if x�.qi/ is contained in .†g�1 n fwj g/� fwj g

trivial loop otherwise

The loop � is homotopic to x�j�1����n
, thus completing the proof of Lemma 3.2.

We eventually obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 3.4 For an element �2….†g�1nfvi ; wj g; vk ; wl/ .fi; kgDfj ; lgDf1; 2g/,
we denote by ı.�/ � †g�1 the boundary of a regular neighborhood of �. This
is a simple closed curve in †g�1 n fv1; v2; w1; w2g and we can take a lift of this
curve to zı.�/�†gC1 n .c [ d/ by using the identification †g�1 n fv1; v2; w1; w2g Š

†gC1 n .c [ d/. If g is greater than 2, then the group Kerˆc \Kerˆd is generated
by the set˚
tzı.�/ � t

�1
c � t

�1
d 2Mod .†gC1/.c; d/ j � 2….†g�1 n fvi ; wj g; vk ; wl/

.fi; kg D fj ; lg D f1; 2g/
	
:

We next consider the case where .c; d/ is a bounding pair of genus g1 . Then, c �†g

is a separating curve. We put g2 D g�g1 . By the same argument as in Lemma 3.1,
we can prove the following lemma.

Lemma 3.5 The following restrictions are isomorphisms:

ˆ�d ıˆ
�
zc jKerˆc\Kerˆd

W Kerˆc \Kerˆd ! Ker Fv1;v2
\Ker Fw1;w2

ˆ�d jKerˆc\Kerˆd
W Kerˆc \Kerˆd ! Kerˆc \Ker Fw1;w2

ˆ�
zc jKerˆc\Kerˆd

W Kerˆc \Kerˆd ! Ker Fv1;v2
\Kerˆd

The group Ker Fv1;v2
(resp. Ker Fw1;w2

) is isomorphic to the group Ker Fv1
�Ker Fv2

(resp. Ker Fw1
�Ker Fw2

). Thus, we obtain

Ker Fv1;v2
\Ker Fw1;w2

D .Ker Fv1
\Ker Fw1

/� .Ker Fv2
\Ker Fw2

/:
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Furthermore, the group Ker Fvi
\Ker Fwi

is contained in the kernel of the homomor-
phism

Fvi ;wi
W Mod .†gi

I vi ; wi/!Mgi
:

This group is isomorphic to the group �1..†gi
/2 n�; .vi ; wi// if gi � 2. Under this

identification, it is easy to prove that Ker Fvi
\ Ker Fwi

corresponds to the group
Ker p1;�\Ker p2;� , where we denote by pj W .†gi

/2 n�!†gi
the projection onto

the j th component. Since p2 is a locally trivial fibration with fiber †gi
nfwig (cf [11]),

we can prove the following lemma by using van Kampen’s Theorem.

Lemma 3.6 For an element � 2….†gi
; vi ; wi/, we denote by l.�/ the loop

Œ0; 1� 3 t 7! .L.�/.t/; wi/ 2 .†gi
/2 n�:

Then, the group Ker p1;�\Ker p2;� is generated by the set

fŒl.�/� 2 �1..†gi
/2 n�; .vi ; wi// j � 2….†gi

; vi ; wi/g:

As the case .c; d/ is not a bounding pair, we eventually obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 3.7 For an element � 2 ….†gi
; vi ; wi/, we denote by ı.�/ � †gi

the
boundary of a regular neighborhood of �. This is a simple closed curve in †gi

nfvi ; wig

and we can take a lift of this curve to zı.�/ � †g1Cg2C1 n .c [ d/ by using the
identification †g1

n fv1; w1gq†g2
n fv2; w2g Š†g1Cg2C1 n .c [ d/. If both of the

numbers g1 and g2 are greater than or equal to 2, then the group Kerˆc \Kerˆd is
generated by the set

ftzı.�/ � t
�1
c � t

�1
d 2Mod .†gC1/.c; d/ j � 2….†gi

; vi ; wi/; i 2 f1; 2gg:

We are now ready to discuss the fibration f W M ! I �S1 which we defined in the
beginning of this section. Let N.pi/�N be an open neighborhood of pi in N . We
take a diffeomorphism �i W B1=

p
3 ! N.pi/, where B1=

p
3 � R3 is a 3–ball with

radius 1=
p

3, so that h ı �i is described as

h ı �1W B1=
p

3
�! I; .x;y; z/ 7�! x2

Cy2
� z2
C

4
9
;

h ı �2W B1=
p

3
�! I; .x;y; z/ 7�! x2

�y2
� z2
C

5
9
:

We take a metric g of N so that the pullback ��i g is the standard metric on B
1=
p

3
. The

metric g determines a rank 1 horizontal distribution Hh D .Ker dh/? of hjN nfp1;p2g
.
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For each p2N nfp1;p2g, we denote by cp.t/ a horizontal lift of the curve t 7!h.p/Ct

which satisfies cp.0/D p . We define submanifolds DHh
l
.pi/ and DHh

u .pi/ as

D
Hh

l
.pi/D fpig[

�
p 2N

ˇ̌̌
h.p/ < 3Ci

9
; lim

t!..3Ci/=9/�h.p/
cp.t/D pi

�
;

DHh
u .pi/D fpig[

�
p 2N

ˇ̌̌
h.p/ > 3Ci

9
; lim

t!..3Ci/=9/�h.p/
cp.t/D pi

�
:

Note that DHh
l
.p1/ and DHh

u .p2/ are diffeomorphic to the unit interval I , but DHh
u .p1/

and DHh
l
.p2/ are diffeomorphic to the 2–disk D2 . We take a homotopy ht W N ! I

with h0 D h (t 2 I ) satisfying the following conditions:

(a) The support of the homotopy is contained in N.p1/.

(b) For any t 2 I , ht has two critical points p1 and p2 .

(c) For any t 2 I , the critical point p1 of ht is nondegenerate and its index is 1.

(d) The function t 7! ht .p1/ is monotone increasing.

(e) h1.p1/D
2
3

This homotopy changes the order of critical points. We can take such a homotopy
since c and d are disjoint. We take a smooth function �W I!I satisfying the following
properties:
� �� 0 on Œ0; 1

6
�q Œ5

6
; 1�

� �� 1 on Œ1
3
; 2

3
�

� � is monotone increasing on Œ1
6
; 1

3
�

� �.1� s/D �.s/ for any s 2 Œ0; 1�

By using ht and � , we define a homotopy ft W M DN �S1! I �S1 by

ft W M DN �S1
�! I �S1;

.x; s/ 7�! .ht�.s/.x/; s/:

Since N is obtained by attaching the 1–handle and the 2–handle to †g � I , @N
contains the surface †g � f0g, which we denote by † for simplicity. Moreover, †
intersects DHh

l
.p1/ at two points v1; v2 2†, and † intersects DHh

l
.p2/ at a simple

closed curve d � †. Let ….†; vi ; d/ be the set of embedded paths in † from the
point vi to a point in d . For � 2 ….†; vi ; d/, L.�/W .Œ0; 1�; f0; 1g/ ! .† n d; vi/

denotes a loop in the neighborhood of �[d , which is injective on Œ0; 1/ and homotopic
to a loop obtained by connecting vi to d using �. For an element � 2….†; vi ; d/,
we take a homotopy of horizontal distributions fH�

t g (t 2 Œ0; 1�) of h1jN nfp1;p2g with
H�

0
DHh1

which satisfies the following conditions:
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(f) The support of the homotopy is contained in h�1
1
.Œ5

9
; 2

3
�/.

(g) H�
0
DH�

1

(h) The arc D
H�t
l
.p1/ intersects † at the points L.�/.t/; vj 2†, where fi; j gDf1; 2g.

Such a homotopy exists because L.�/ bounds a disk on the surface obtained by applying
a surgery to † along d .

Since the submanifold DH�s
l
.p1/ does not contain p2 for any s 2 Œ0; 1�, we can take a

1–parameter family of homotopies ht;sW N ! I (t; s 2 I ) with h0;s D h�.s/ which
satisfies the following conditions:

(i) For any s 2 Œ0; 1
3
�[ Œ2

3
; 1�, the homotopy ht;s equals h�.s/.1�t/ .

(j) For any t; s 2 I , ht;s has two critical points p1 and p2 .

(k) For any s 2 Œ1
3
; 2

3
�, the support of the homotopy ht;s is contained in a small

neighborhood of

D
H�

3s�1

l
.p1/[D

H�
3s�1

u .p1/:

(l) For any s 2 I , the homotopy ht;s is supported away from a neighborhood of @N .

(m) For any t; s 2 I , the critical point p1 of ht;s is nondegenerate and its index is 1.

(n) For any s 2 I , ht;s.p1/ is equal to h�.s/.1�t/.p1/.

By using this family of homotopies, we define a homotopy zft W M ! I �S1 by

zft W M DN �S1
�! I �S1;

.x; s/ 7�! .ht;s.x/; s/:

Eventually, we obtain a new fibration zf1 . By construction, zf1 can be obtained from
the original fibration f by the homotopies ft and zft . In these homotopies, the image
of singular loci are changed like Reidemeister move of type II (cf Figure 5). As is
called in [21], we call this kind of move an R2 –move.

As mentioned in the beginning of this section, we can identify f �1.f1
2
g � f0g/ with

the closed surface †gC1 . Thus, we can take the monodromy ' 2MgC1 of zf1

along  . Since ' is contained in the group Mod .†gC1/.c; d/ and an identification
f �1.f1

2
g � f0g/ Š †gC1 is unique up to Dehn twist tc , the mapping class ' is

independent of an identification f �1.f1
2
g � f0g/Š†gC1 .

Lemma 3.8 Let zı.�/ � †gC1 be the simple closed curve corresponding to the
boundary of a regular neighborhood of � 2 ….†g�1; vi ; wi/, for i 2 f1; 2g, under
the identifications †g�1 n fv1; v2; w1; w2g Š † n .fv1; v2g [ d/ Š †gC1 n .c [ d/.
Then ' D tzı.�/ � t

�1
c � t

�1
d

.
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f .Z2/

f .Z1/



ft
zft



Figure 5: Left: the image of singular loci of f Df0 ; the bold circles describe
the image f .Z1/q f .Z2/ and the bold dotted circle describes  ; center:
the image of singular loci of f1 D

zf0 ; right: the image of singular loci of zf1 ,
which corresponds to that of f

Proof of Lemma 3.8 Since both sides of the boundary @M are trivial surface
bundles, ' is contained in the group Kerˆc \ Kerˆd . We consider the element
ˆ�c .' / 2Mod .†gI v1; v2/.d/. This element can be realized as the monodromy of a
certain fibration in the following way. We first take a sufficiently small neighborhood
of the following subset of M :a
s2Œ0; 1

3
�qŒ 2

3
;1�

�
.D

Hh�.s/

l
.p1/[D

Hh�.s/

u .p1//� fsg
�

�

a
s2Œ 1

3
; 2

3
�

�
.D

H�
3s�1

l
.p1/[D

H�
3s�1

u .p1//� fsg
�

We denote this neighborhood by U �M . The restriction zf0jMnU is a fibration with a
connected singular locus Z2 . We take a suitable U so that we can take a horizontal
distribution zH of zf0jMn.U[Z2/ satisfying the following conditions:

� zH is tangent to @U .

� zH equals
`

s2S1.Hh�.s/ ˚TsS1/ on a small neighborhood of

@N �S1
�M and zf �1

0 .I � .Œ0; 1
6
�[ Œ5

6
; 1�//�M:

This distribution gives a monodromy of zf0jMn xU along  . Identify †D†g�f0g� @N

with †g . The fiber zf �1
0
.f1

2
g � f0g/ n xU is canonically identified with †g n fv1; v2g.

By the condition (k) on the family of homotopies fht;sg, this monodromy is ˆ�c .' /.

Since the region Œ0; 1
2
� � S1 does not contain any singular values of the fibration

zf0jMnU , ˆ�c .' / corresponds to the monodromy of zf0jMnU along the loop
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z W 7!

8̂̂̂̂
ˆ̂<̂
ˆ̂̂̂̂:

.0; t/ t 2 Œ0; 1
3
�;

.9
2
.t � 1

3
/; 1

3
/ t 2 Œ1

3
; 4

9
�;

.1
2
; 3.t � 1

3
// t 2 Œ4

9
; 5

9
�;

.9
2
.2

3
� t/; 2

3
/ t 2 Œ5

9
; 2

3
�;

.0; t/ t 2 Œ2
3
; 1�;

where t 2 I and the right-hand side is in I � S1 . We denote by  t W
zf �1
0
.z .0// Š

†g !
zf �1
0
.z .t// the diffeomorphism obtained by using the distribution zH and

the path z jŒ0;t � . Note that we can canonically identify zf �1
0
.z .t// with †g for

t 2 Œ0; 1
3
�q Œ2

3
; 1�. Moreover, under the identification,  t is the identity for t 2 Œ0; 1

3
�,

and  t D  1 for t 2 Œ2
3
; 1� since zH equals

`
s2S1.Hh�.s/ ˚TsS1/ on @N �S1 .

We can take the following diffeomorphism by using the horizontal distribution zH of
zf0jMnZ1[Z2

together with its horizontal lifts of t 7! .t; s/ 2 I �S1 :

z sW †g Š
zf �1
0 ..0; s//! zf �1

0 ..1
2
; s//.s 2 Œ1

3
; 2

3
�/

By the definitions of  t and z s , we obtain the equalities

z �1
1=3 ı 4

9
D id†g

;

z �1
2=3 ı 5

9
D  1;

z �1
3.t�.1=3// ı t .vi/DL.�/.9t � 4/ for t 2 Œ4

9
; 5

9
�:

This means that the path Œ0; 1� 3 t 7! z �1
.1=3/.tC1/

ı .1=9/.tC4/ 2 DiffC.†gI vj / is the
lift of the loop L.�/ in †g n fvj g under the locally trivial fibration

DiffC .†gI vi ; vj / ,! DiffC .†gI vj /
"
�!†g n fvj g;

where " is the evaluation map. Thus, we obtain

ˆ�c .' /D Œ 1�D Push.L.�//D tzı.�/ � t
�1
d 2Mod .†gI v1; v2/.d/;

where Push.L.�// is the pushing map along L.�/. By Lemma 3.1 or 3.5, we have
that ˆ�c jKerˆc\Kerˆd

is an isomorphism. We therefore obtain

' Dˆ
�;�1
c ıˆ�c .' /

Dˆ�;�1
c .tzı.�/ � t

�1
d /D tzı.�/ � t

�1
c � t

�1
d :

This completes the proof of Lemma 3.8.

Combining Theorems 3.4 and 3.7, we obtain the following theorem.
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Theorem 3.9 Let f W M ! I � S1 and  � I � S1 be as in the beginning of this
section. Assume that g is greater than or equal to 3 when .c; d/ is not a bounding
pair, and that both of the numbers g1 and g2 D g � g1 are greater than or equal
to 2 when .c; d/ is a bounding pair of genus g1 . For any ' 2 Kerˆc \ Kerˆd ,
we can change f by successive application of R2 –moves so that the monodromy of
f jMn.f �1.f .Z1//[f �1.Z2//

along  corresponds to the element ' .

4 Relation between vanishing cycles and flip and slip moves

Let f W M !D2 be a purely wrinkled fibration satisfying the following conditions:

(1) The set of critical points Sf of f is an embedded circle in Int M .

(2) The restriction f jSf is an embedding.

(3) Either of the following conditions on regular fibers holds:
� A regular fiber on the outside of f .Sf / is connected, while that on the inside

of f .Sf / is disconnected.
� Every regular fiber is connected and the genus of a regular fiber on the

outside of f .Sf / is higher than that on the inside of f .Sf /.

We fix a point p0 2 @D
2 and an identification f �1.p0/Š†g . Let '0 2Mg be the

monodromy along @D2 oriented counterclockwise around the origin of D2 with base
point p0 . In this section, we will give an algorithm to obtain vanishing cycles in a
single higher genus regular fiber of a fibration obtained by applying flip and slip to f .

We first consider the simplest case, that is, assume that f has no cusps. We take a
reference path 0 in @D2 connecting p0 to a point in the image of indefinite folds
so that it satisfies Int 0\ f .Sf /D∅. This determines a vanishing cycle c �†g of
indefinite folds. Then, it is easy to prove that '0 is contained in the group Kerˆc . To
give an algorithm precisely, we prepare several conditions. The first condition is on an
embedded path ˛ �†g .

Condition C1.c/ A path ˛ �†g intersects c at the unique point q 2 c transversely.

We take a path ˛�†g so that ˛ satisfies the condition C1.c/. We put @˛D fw1; w2g.
The second condition is on a simple closed curve d � †gC1 and a diffeomorphism
j W †g n fw1; w2g !†gC1 n d .

Condition C2.c; ˛/ The closure of j .Int˛/ in †gC1 is a simple closed curve.

We take a simple closed curve d �†gC1 and a diffeomorphism j W †g n fw1; w2g !

†gC1 n d so that they satisfy the condition C2.c; ˛/. We put zc D j .c/.
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The last condition is on an element ' 2Mod .†gC1/.zc; d/.

Condition C3.c; ˛;d; j ; '0/ We have ˆzc.'/D 1 in Mod .†g/.d/ and ˆd .'/D

'�1
0

in Mod .†g/.c/.

For the sake of simplicity, we will call the above conditions C1 , C2 and C3 if elements
c; ˛; d; j and '0 are obvious. Examples of ˛; d; j are described in Figure 6.

c
˛

d

z̨

zc

Figure 6: Examples of ˛; d; j

Theorem 4.1 Let f W M!D2 be a purely wrinkled fibration we took in the beginning
of this section. We assume that f has no cusps.

(1) Let zf be a fibration obtained by applying flip and slip to f . We take a point q0 in
the inside of f .S zf /, and reference paths y1; y2; y3 and y4 in D2 connecting q0

to a point on the respective fold arcs between cusps so that these paths appear in
this order when we go around q0 counterclockwise. Denote by ei �

zf �1.q0/ a
vanishing cycle determined by the path yi . Then, there exist an identification
zf �1.q0/Š†gC1 and elements ˛; d; j and ' satisfying the conditions C1 , C2

and C3 such that the following equality holds up to cyclic permutation:

.e1; e2; e3; e4/D .zc; ˛
0; d; z̨/;

where z̨ is the closure of j .Int˛/ in †gC1 and ˛0 D '�1.z̨/ (see Figure 6).

(2) Let ˛; d; j and ' be elements satisfying the conditions C1 , C2 and C3 . We
take simple closed curves zc; z̨ and ˛0 as in (1). Suppose that the genus of a
higher genus fiber g of f is greater than or equal to 3 when .zc; d/ is not a
bounding pair, and that both of the genera g1 and g2 are greater than or equal
to 2 when .zc; d/ is a bounding pair of genus g1 , where we put g2 D g � g1 .
Then, there exists a fibration zf obtained by applying flip and slip to f such
that, for reference paths y1; : : : ; y4 as in (1), the corresponding vanishing cycles
e1; : : : ; e4 satisfy the following equality up to cyclic permutation:

.e1; e2; e3; e4/D .zc; ˛
0; d; z̨/
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Proof of Theorem 4.1(1) As in Figure 7, we take points q0; q
0
0
; q00

0
; q1; q

0
1
; q00

1
2D2

and paths z0; z1; z2; ı0; ı1 �D2 .

0po

@ flip

0
p0

@

q00
0

q0

q0
0

p0
q01

q1

q00
1

@
slip

ı1 ı0

p0

z0 z1
@

z2

Figure 7: The points q0; q1 are in the region with the highest genus fibers,
while the points q0

0; q
00
0 ; q
0
1; q
00
1

are on the set of critical values. The path z0

connects p0 to q00
0

and the path ı0 connects q0 to a point in the set of critical
values. We take z1 and ı1 similarly. The path z2 connects q0 to q1 . Note
that we regard D2 as a subset of S2 DR2[f1g and that 12D2 .

We take an identification of the region ��D2 described in Figure 8 with the rectangle
I � I so that the paths z0; z1 are contained in the side edges of the rectangle, that
the path z2 corresponds to the middle horizontal line, and the set of critical values
corresponds to the upper and the lower horizontal lines (see the right side of Figure 8).
For each x 2 z2 , we denote by ux (resp. lx ) the vertical path which connects x to the
upper (resp. lower) singular image as in the right side of Figure 8.

q0

p0

q1

@

z2

� z0
q0

z2

ux

lx

x
q1

z1

Figure 8: The shaded region in the left figure is the region � . The horizontal
line with arrow in the right figure describes the path z2 , while the horizontal
dotted lines describe images of the singular loci.

We take a horizontal distribution H of zf jMnS zf so that it satisfies the following
conditions.

(1) Let w.i/
1
; w

.i/
2

be points in zf �1.p0/ which converge to an indefinite fold when
zf �1.p0/ approaches the singular fiber zf �1.q0i/ along zi using H . The set
fw

.0/
1
; w

.0/
2
g equals the set fw.1/

1
; w

.1/
2
g.
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(2) Let d .i/ (resp. zc .i/ ) be simple closed curves in zf �1.qi/ which converge to
an indefinite fold when zf �1.qi/ approaches the singular fiber zf �1.q0i/ (resp.
zf �1.q00i /) along zi using H . For each i D 0; 1, d .i/ is disjoint from zc .i/ .

(3) We obtain a diffeomorphism ji W
zf �1.p0/nfw1; w2g!

zf �1.qi/nd
.i/ by using

a horizontal lift of the curve zi . By condition (2), j�1
i .zc .i// is a simple closed

curve in zf �1.p0/. j�1
0
.zc .0//D j�1

1
.zc .1//D c .

(4) Let z̨.i/ be a simple closed curve in zf �1.qi/ which converges to an indefinite
fold when zf �1.p0/ approaches a singular fiber along ıi using H . z̨.i/ intersects
both of the curves zc .i/ and d .i/ transversely.

(5) We have ].z̨.i/\ d .i//D ].zc .i/\ z̨.i//D 1.

(6) By conditions (4) and (5), the closure of j�1
i .z̨.i/ n d .i// is a segment be-

tween w.i/
1

and w.i/
2

. The closure of j�1
0
.z̨.0/ n d .0// equals the closure of

j�1
1
.z̨.1/ n d .1//.

(7) Since the path z2 does not contain any critical values of zf , this path, together
with H , gives a diffeomorphism from zf �1.q0/ to zf �1.x/ for each x 2 z2 . This
diffeomorphism sends the curve d .0/ (resp. zc .0/ ) to the curve dx (resp. zcx ),
where dx (resp. zcx ) is a simple closed curve in zf �1.x/ which converges to an
indefinite fold when zf �1.x/ approaches a singular fiber along ux (resp. lx )
using H .

We choose indices of w.i/
1

and w.i/
2

so that w.0/
1

corresponds to w.1/
1

and we put
wi Dw

.0/
i Dw

.1/
i . We denote by ˛ the closure of j�1

0
.z̨.0/nd .0// (which corresponds

to the closure of j�1
1
.z̨.1/nd .1//). Since we fixed an identification zf �1.p0/Š†g , we

can regard w1; w2 as points in †g . We can also regard ˛ as a segment in †g between
w1 and w2 . We choose an identification †g nfw1; w2gŠ†gC1nd , where d �†gC1

is a nonseparating simple closed curve, so that the induced identification between
†gC1 n d and zf �1.qi/ n d .i/ can be extended to an identification between †gC1

and zf �1.qi/ (to take such an identification, we modify H if necessary). By using
this identification, we can regard zc .i/ as a curve in †gC1 , which we denote by zc . We
denote the identification between †gC1 and zf �1.qi/ as

�i W †gC1
Š
�! zf �1.qi/; i D 0; 1:

On the other hand, we obtain a diffeomorphism between zf �1.q0/ and zf �1.q1/ by
taking horizontal lifts of z2 using H . We denote this diffeomorphism as

�2W
yf �1.q0/

Š
�! yf �1.q1/:

By condition (7), the diffeomorphism sends d .0/ (resp. zc .0/ ) to the curve d .1/

(resp. zc .1/ ). Thus, the isotopy class Œ��1
1
ı �2 ı �0� is contained in the subgroup
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Mod .†gC1/.zc; d/ of the mapping class group MgC1 . We denote this class by
' 2Mod .†gC1/.zc; d/.

We denote by z2 � ı1 be the path in D2 , starting at the point q0 , obtained by connect-
ing z2 to ı1 . This path gives the fiber zf �1.q0/ a vanishing cycle of zf . This vanishing
cycle is equal to the curve ��1

2
.z̨.1//D ��1

2
ı �1.z̨/. This curve corresponds to the

curve ��1
0
ı ��1

2
ı �1.z̨/ D '

�1.z̨/ � †gC1 under the identification �0 . Thus, the
proof is completed once we prove the following lemma.

Lemma 4.2 We have ˆzc.'/D 1 and ˆd .'/D '
�1
0

.

Proof of Lemma 4.2 The image ˆd .'/ is equal to the monodromy along the curve ıh
described in the left side of Figure 9, which corresponds to '�1

0
.

p0

@

ıh

z2

unsink

p0

@

z 02

Figure 9: Base diagrams of fibrations

Thus, we have ˆd .'/ D '
�1
0

. To prove that ˆzc.'/ D 1, we consider the fibration
obtained by applying an unsink to zf . We take the path z 0

2
connecting q0 to q1 as

in the right side of Figure 9. It is easy to see that the monodromy along this path
corresponds to .ttd .z̨/ � ttz̨.zc// � ' � .ttd .z̨/ � ttz̨.zc//

�1 . This preserves the curve d and
the image ˆd ..ttd .z̨/ � ttz̨.zc// � ' � .ttd .z̨/ � ttz̨.zc//

�1/ is trivial since this element is
the monodromy along the curve obtained by pushing the curve z 0

2
out of the region

with higher genus fibers, which is nullhomotopic in the complement of the set of
critical values. We can obtain the element ˆzc.'/ by taking some conjugation of
ˆd ..ttd .z̨/ � ttz̨.zc// � ' � .ttd .z̨/ � ttz̨.zc//

�1/. In particular, ˆzc.'/ is also trivial and this
completes the proof of Lemma 4.2.

This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1(1).

Proof of Theorem 4.1(2) In the proof of Theorem 4.1(1), we take a horizontal
distribution of zf jMnS zf and an identification †g n fw1; w2g Š †gC1 n d . Once we
take these auxiliary data, we can get vanishing cycles of zf in a canonical way. We
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first take a horizontal distribution of zf jMnS zf so that the embedded path ˛ �†g deter-
mined by the distribution corresponds to the given one. We next take an identification
†g n fw1; w2g Š †gC1 n d by using the given d; j . The element Œ��1

1
ı �2 ı �0�,

which appears in the proof of Theorem 4.1(1), is canonically determined by the chosen
horizontal distribution of zf jMnS zf of M and the chosen homotopy from f .

Let � be the region in D2 as in Figure 8. We take an identification � Š I � z2 .
We also take a diffeomorphism ‚W zf �1.z0 \�/! zf �1.z1 \�/ so that it satisfies
zf ı‚ D i ı zf , where i W I � fq0g 3 .t; q0/ 7! .t; q1/ 2 I � fq1g, and that the 4–

manifold zf �1.�/=‚ is the trivial N –bundle over S1 , where N is a 3–manifold
defined in Section 3. For any two elements '1; '2 2Mod .†gC1I zc; d/ satisfying the
condition C3 , the element '1 �'

�1
2

is contained in the group Kerˆzc \Kerˆd . Thus,
Theorem 3.9 implies that we can change f into zf by a flip and slip move so that
the resulting element Œ��1

1
ı �2 ı �0� corresponds to '�1 2Mod .†gC1/.zc; d/ for the

given ' . This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1(2).

We next consider the case that f has cusps. We denote by fs1; : : : ; sng the set of cusps
of f . We put ui D f .si/. The indices of si are chosen so that u1; : : : ;un appear in
this order when we travel the image f .Sf / clockwise around a point inside f .Sf /.
The points u1; : : : ;un divide the image f .Sf / into n edges. We denote by li � f .Sf /
the edge between ui and uiC1 , where we put unC1 D u1 . For a point p0 2 @D

2 , we
take reference paths 1; : : : ; n �D2 satisfying the following conditions (see also the
left figure of Figure 10):
� i connects p0 to a point in Int li .
� i \ j D fp0g for all i ¤ j

� Int i \f .Sf /D∅
� 1; : : : ; n appear in that order when we go around p0 counterclockwise.

Let nC1 be a path obtained by connecting @D2 oriented clockwise around the center
of D2 to 1 . The paths give f �1.p0/ Š †g vanishing cycles c1; : : : ; cnC1 . Note
that, for each i 2 f1; : : : ; ng, ci intersects ciC1 at a unique point transversely. In
particular, every simple closed curve ci is nonseparating. We also remark that cnC1

equals '0.c1/.

Let yf W M !D2 be the fibration obtained by changing all the cusp singularities of f
into Lefschetz singularities by applying unsink to f n times. We take paths "1; : : : ; "n

in D2 satisfying the following conditions (see also the middle figure of Figure 10):
� "i connects p0 to the image of the Lefschetz singularity derived from siC1 .
� "i \ "j D fp0g for all i ¤ j

� Int "i \
yf .S yf /D∅
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� 1; "1; 2; : : : ; n; "n; nC1 appear in that order when we go around p0 coun-
terclockwise.

The path "i gives a vanishing cycle of a Lefschetz critical point of yf , the curve tci
.ciC1/.

Let 0 be a based loop in D2n yf .S yf / with base point p0 homotopic to the loop obtained
by connecting p0 to yf .S yf / oriented counterclockwise around a point inside f .Sf /
using 1 (see the right figure of Figure 10). It is easy to see that the monodromy
along 0 corresponds to the element

y'0 D '0 �
�
ttc1

.c2/ � � � ttcn .cnC1/

��1
:

This element preserves the curve c1 and is contained in the kernel of the homomor-
phism ˆc1

.

l2 u2

l1 u1ln�1
un

ln n

n�1

2

1

p0
@ nC1

"n�1
"1

p0

@
"n p0

@
0

Figure 10: Left: the image of the critical locus of f and the reference paths
1; : : : ; nC1 ; middle: the image of the critical locus of yf and the reference
paths "1; : : : ; "n ; right: the loop 0

Since application of flip and slip to f is equivalent to application of flip and slip to yf
followed by application of sink n times, we can obtain vanishing cycles of a fibration
obtained by applying flip and slip to f in the way quite similar to that in the case f
has no cusps. In order to give the precise algorithm to obtain vanishing cycles, we
prepare several conditions.

Condition zC1.c1; : : : ; cn/ A path ˛ �†g intersects c1 at the unique point q 2 c1

transversely. Furthermore, @˛\ .c1[ � � � [ cnC1/D∅.

We take a path ˛ � †g so that ˛ satisfies the condition zC1.c1; : : : ; cn/. We put
@˛ D fw1; w2g. The second condition is on a simple closed curve d � †gC1 and a
diffeomorphism j W †g n fw1; w2g !†gC1 n d .

Condition zC2.c1; : : : ; cn; ˛/ The closure of j .Int˛/ in †gC1 is a simple closed
curve.

We take a simple closed curve d �†gC1 and a diffeomorphism j W †g n fw1; w2g !

†gC1 nd so that they satisfy the condition zC2.c1; : : : ; cn; ˛/. We put zc1D j .c1/. The
third condition is on an element ' 2Mod .†gC1/.zc1; d/.
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Condition zC3.c1; : : : ; cn; ˛;d; j ; '0/ We have ˆzc1
.'/D 1 in Mod.†g/.d/ and

ˆd .'/D y'
�1
0

in Mod.†g/.c1/.

The last condition is on simple closed curves zc2; : : : ; zcnC1 �†gC1 n d .

Condition zC4.c1; : : : ; cn; ˛;d; j / For each i 2 f2; : : : ; nC 1g, i.zci/ is isotopic
to ci in †g , where i is an embedding defined by

i W †gC1 n d
j�1

��!†g n fw1; w2g ,!†g:

Furthermore, for each i D 1; : : : ; n, zci intersects zciC1 at a unique point transversely.

As the case f has no cusps, we will call the above conditions zC1; zC2; zC3 and zC4 if
elements c1; : : : ; cn; ˛; d; j and '0 are obvious. We can prove the following theorem
by an argument similar to that in the proof of Theorem 4.1.

Theorem 4.3 Let f W M!D2 be a purely wrinkled fibration we took in the beginning
of this section. Suppose that f has n> 0 cusps. We take vanishing cycles c1; : : : ; cnC1

as above.

(1) Let zf be a fibration obtained by applying flip and slip to f . We take a point
q0 in the inside of f .S zf /, and reference paths y1; : : : ; ynC4 in D2 connecting
q0 to a point on the respective fold arcs between cusps so that these paths
appear in this order when we go around q0 counterclockwise. We denote
by ei �

zf �1.q0/ a vanishing cycle determined by the path yi . Then, there
exist an identification zf �1.q0/Š†gC1 and elements ˛; d; j ; zc2; : : : ; zcnC1 and
' satisfying the conditions zC1 , zC2 , zC3 and zC4 such that the following equality
holds up to cyclic permutation:

.e1; : : : ; enC4/D .zc1; : : : ; zcnC1; ˛
0; d; z̨/;

where zc1 D j .c1/, z̨ is the closure of j .Int˛/ in †gC1 , and ˛0 is defined as

˛0 D .'�1
� ttzc1

.zc2/ � � � ttzcn .zcnC1//.z̨/:

(2) Let ˛; d; j ; zc2; : : : ; zcnC1 and ' be elements satisfying the conditions zC1 , zC2 ,
zC3 and zC4 . We take simple closed curves zc1; z̨ and ˛0 as in (1). Suppose that

the genus of higher genus fibers g of f is greater than or equal to 3. Then,
there exists a fibration zf obtained by applying flip and slip to f such that,
for reference paths y1; : : : ; ynC4 as in (1), the corresponding vanishing cycles
e1; : : : ; enC4 satisfy the following equality up to cyclic permutation:

.e1; : : : ; enC4/D .zc1; : : : ; zcnC1; ˛
0; d; z̨/
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5 Fibrations with small fiber genera

Although Theorem 4.1(1) holds for a fibration with an arbitrary fiber genera, Theo-
rems 4.1(2) and 4.3 do not hold if genera of fibers are too small. The main reason
of this is nontriviality of the group �1.DiffC.†g�1/; id/ when g < 3. To deal with
fibrations with small fiber genera, we need to look at additional data on sections of
fibrations. Let f W M !D2 be a purely wrinkled fibration we took in the beginning
of Section 4.

5.1 Case 1: Every fiber of f is connected

In this subsection, we assume that every fiber of f is connected. We first consider the
case f has no cusps. We take a point p0 , an identification f �1.p0/Š†g , a reference
path 0 �D2 , a vanishing cycle c �†g , and a monodromy '0 2Mod .†g/.c/ as we
took in Section 4. It is easy to see that f has a section. We take a section � W D2!M

of f . We put x D �.p0/, which is contained in the complement †g n c . This section
gives a lift z' 2Mod .†gIx/.c/. It is easy to show that this element is contained in the
kernel of the homomorphism

ˆx
c W Mod .†gIx/.c/!Mod .†g�1Ix/;

which is defined as we define ˆc .

As in Section 4, we give several conditions. The first condition is on an embedded path
˛ �†g n fxg.

Condition C 0
1
.c; � / A path ˛ � †g n fxg intersects c at the unique point q 2 c

transversely.

We take a path ˛ � †g n fxg so that ˛ satisfies the condition C 0
1
.c; �/. We put

@˛ D fw1; w2g. The second condition is on a simple closed curve d � †gC1 and a
diffeomorphism j W †g n fw1; w2g !†gC1 n d .

Condition C 0
2
.c; ˛; � / The closure of j .Int˛/ in †gC1 is a simple closed curve.

We take a simple closed curve d �†gC1 and a diffeomorphism j W †g n fw1; w2g !

†gC1nd so that they satisfy the condition C 0
2
.c; ˛; �/. We put zcD j .c/ and zxD j .x/.

The last condition is on an element ' 2Mod .†gC1I zx/.zc; d/.

Condition C 0
3
.c; ˛;d; j ; '0; � / We have that ˆzx

zc
.'/D 1 in Mod .†g; zx/.d/ and

that ˆzx
d
.'/D z'�1

0
in Mod .†g;x/.c/.
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Theorem 5.1 Let f W M !D2 be a purely wrinkled fibration as above.

(1) Let zf be a fibration obtained by applying flip and slip to f . We take a point q0 ,
reference paths y1; : : : ; y4 in D2 and ei �

zf �1.q0/ as Theorem 4.1(1). Then,
there exist an identification zf �1.q0/ Š †gC1 and elements ˛; d; j and '

satisfying the conditions C 0
1

, C 0
2

and C 0
3

such that the following equality holds
up to cyclic permutation:

.e1; e2; e3; e4/D .zc; ˛
0; d; z̨/;

where zc D j .c/, z̨ is the closure of j .Int˛/ in †gC1 , and ˛0 D '�1.z̨/.

(2) Let ˛; d; j and ' be elements satisfying the conditions C 0
1

, C 0
2

and C 0
3

. We
take simple closed curves zc; z̨ and ˛0 as in (1). Suppose that the genus g

is greater than or equal to 2. Then, there exists a fibration zf obtained by
applying flip and slip to f such that, for reference paths y1; : : : ; y4 as in (1), the
corresponding vanishing cycles e1; : : : ; e4 satisfy the following equality up to
cyclic permutation:

.e1; e2; e3; e4/D .zc; ˛
0; d; z̨/

Proof of Theorem 5.1(1) The proof of Theorem 5.1(1) is quite similar to that of
Theorem 4.1(1). The only difference is the following point: instead of a horizontal
distribution H of the fibration zf jMnS zf , we take a horizontal distribution H� of the
fibration zf jMnS zf , which satisfies the same conditions as that on H , so that it is tangent
to the image of the section � . By using such a horizontal distribution, we can apply all
the arguments in the proof of Theorem 4.1 straightforwardly. We omit details of the
proof.

Proof of Theorem 5.1(2) As the proof of (1), the proof of (2) is also similar to that of
Theorem 4.1(2). By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 4.1(2), all we have
to prove is that we can take a homotopy from f to zf so that the element Œ��1

1
ı�2ı�0�

corresponds to '�1 for given ' .

We take a sufficiently small disk neighborhood D of x in †g�1 . Denote by z†g�1

the closure of the complement †g�1 nD . It is easy to prove that the mapping class
group �0.DiffC.z†g�1/; id/ is isomorphic to Mod.†g�1Ix/, where DiffC.z†g�1/ is
the set of orientation-preserving diffeomorphisms of z†g�1 (note that an element in this
group fixes the boundary of @z†g�1 set wise, but need not to fix @z†g�1 point wise).
Moreover, we can obtain similar isomorphisms even if we consider groups of diffeo-
morphisms with fixed points or sets. It is known that the group �1.DiffC.z†g�1/; id/
is trivial if g is greater than or equal to 2 (cf Earle and Schatz [10]). With these
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observations understood, we can prove by the argument similar to that in Section 3 that
the group Kerˆzx

zc
\Kerˆzx

d
is generated by the set˚

tzı.�/ � t
�1
zc � t

�1
d 2Mod .†gC1I zx/.zc; d/ j � 2….†g�1 n fzx; vi ; wj g; vk ; wl/;

fi; kg D fj ; lg D f1; 2g
	
;

where ….†g�1 n fzx; vi ; wj g; vk ; wl/ and zı.�/ are defined as in Section 3. Thus, by
the similar argument to that in the proof of Theorem 3.9, we can change Œ��1

1
ı�2 ı�0�

into Œ��1
1
ı �2 ı �0� �  for any  2 Kerˆzx

zc
\Kerˆzx

d
by modifying a flip and slip

from f to zf . This completes the proof of the statement (2).

We can deal with a fibration with cusps similarly by using sink and unsink as in Section 4.
Suppose that f has n> 0 cusps and we take vanishing cycles c1; : : : ; cnC1 �†g as
we took in Section 4. We also take a section � W D2!M of f . We put x D �.p0/,
which is contained in the complement †g n .c1 [ � � � [ cnC1/. This gives a lift
z'02Mod .†gIx/.c1/ of '0 . As in Section 4, we put y'0D z'0 �.ttzc1

.zc2/ � � � ttzcn .zcnC1//
�1 ,

and we give several conditions on elements ˛; d; j ; '; zc2; : : : ; zcnC1 .

Condition zC 0
1
.c1; : : : ; cn; � / A path ˛�†g nfxg intersects c1 at the unique point

q 2 c1 transversely. Furthermore, @˛\ .c1[ � � � [ cnC1/D∅.

Condition zC 0
2
.c1; : : : ; cn; ˛; � / The closure of j .Int˛/ in †gC1 is a simple closed

curve.

Condition zC 0
3
.c1; : : : ; cn; ˛;d; j ; '0; � / We have ˆzx

zc1
.'/D 1 in Mod.†gI zx/.d/

and ˆzx
d
.'/D y'�1

0
in Mod.†gIx/.c1/, where we put zx D j .x/ and zc D j .c/.

Condition zC 0
4
.c1; : : : ; cn; ˛;d; j ; � / For each i 2 f2; : : : ; nC1g, i.zci/ is isotopic

to ci in †g n fxg, where i is an embedding defined by

i W †gC1 n d
j�1

��!†g n fw1; w2g ,!†g:

Furthermore, for each i D 1; : : : ; n, zci intersects zciC1 at a unique point transversely.

The following theorem can be proved in a way quite similar to that of the proof of
Theorem 5.1.

Theorem 5.2 Let f W M !D2 be a purely wrinkled fibration as above.

(1) Let zf be a fibration obtained by applying flip and slip to f . We take a point q0 ,
reference paths y1; : : : ; ynC4 in D2 , vanishing cycles e1; : : : ; enC4 �

zf �1.q0/

as we took in Theorem 4.3(1). Then, there is an identification zf �1.q0/Š†gC1

and elements ˛; d; j ; zc2; : : : ; zcnC1 and ' satisfying the conditions zC 0
1

, zC 0
2

, zC 0
3

and zC 0
4

such that the following equality holds up to cyclic permutation:
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.e1; : : : ; enC4/D .zc1; : : : ; zcnC1; ˛
0; d; z̨/;

where zc1 D j .c1/, z̨ is the closure of j .Int˛/ in †gC1 , and ˛0 is defined as

˛0 D .'�1
� ttzc1

.zc2/ � � � ttzcn .zcnC1//.z̨/

(2) Let ˛; d; j ; zc2; : : : ; zcnC1 and ' be elements satisfying the conditions zC 0
1

, zC 0
2

,
zC 0

3
and zC 0

4
. We take simple closed curves zc1; z̨ and ˛0 as in (1). Suppose

that the genus g is greater than or equal to 2. Then, there exists a fibration zf
obtained by applying flip and slip move to f such that, for a reference path
y1; : : : ; ynC4 as in (1), the corresponding vanishing cycles e1; : : : ; enC4 satisfy
the following equality up to cyclic permutation:

.e1; : : : ; enC4/D .zc1; : : : ; zcnC1; ˛
0; d; z̨/:

5.2 Case 2: f has disconnected fibers

We next consider the case f has disconnected fibers. In this case, f has no cusps.
We take a point p0 2 @D

2 , an identification f �1.p0/Š †g , a reference path 0 , a
vanishing cycle c �†g , and a monodromy '0 2Mod .†g/.c/ as we took in Section 4.
We also take a disconnected fiber of f and denote this by S1 q S2 , where Si is
a connected component of the fiber. We take a section �i W D

2 ! M of f which
intersects Si for each i D 1; 2. We put xi D �i.p0/, which is contained in the
complement †g n c . The sections �1 and �2 gives a lift y'0 2Mod .†gIx1;x2/.c

ori/,
and this element is contained in the kernel of the homomorphism

ˆx1;x2
c W Mod .†gIx1;x2/.c

ori/!Mod .†g1
Ix1/�Mod .†g2

Ix2/;

where gi is the genus of the closed surface Si .

By using this lift, we can apply all the argument in Case 1 straightforwardly, and we
can obtain the theorem similar to Theorem 5.1 (we need the assumption g1;g2 � 1).
We omit the details of arguments.

Remark 5.3 The statements of Theorems 5.1(2) and 5.2(2) do not hold if g D 1

since the group �1.DiffC .z†0/; id/ is not trivial (cf [10]). To apply the same argument
as in the proof of Theorem 5.1(2) to the case g D 1, we need to take three disjoint
sections of f . We take points x1;x2;x3 2 S2 and a sufficiently small disk neighbor-
hood Di of xi 2 S2 (i D 1; 2; 3). We denote by S2

.3/
the closure of the complement

S2n.D1tD2tD3/. Earle and Schatz [10] showed that the group �1.DiffC .S2
.3/
/; id/

is trivial, the statement similar to that in Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 hold for a fibration f
with g D 1 (note that the group �1.DiffC .S2

.2/
/; id/ is nontrivial, where S2

.2/
is the
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closure of S2 n .D1 tD2/; see [10] for details.) Furthermore, we can deal with a
fibration with disconnected fibers which contain spheres as connected components by
taking three disjoint sections so that these sections go through the sphere components.
We omit, however, details of arguments about this case for simplicity of the paper.

6 Application: Examples of surface diagrams

Williams [21] defined a certain cyclically ordered sequence of nonseparating simple
closed curves in a closed surface which describes a 4–manifold. This sequence is
obtained by looking at vanishing cycles of a simplified purely wrinkled fibration, which
is defined below. In this section, we will look at relation between flip and slip and
sequences of simple closed curves Williams defined. We will then give some new
examples of this sequence.

Definition 6.1 A purely wrinkled fibration �IM 4! S2 is called a simplified purely
wrinkled fibration if it satisfies the following conditions:

(1) All the fiber of � are connected.

(2) The set of singularities S� �M of � is connected and nonempty.

(3) The restriction �jS� is injective.

It is easy to see that � has two types of regular fibers: †g and †g�1 for some g � 1.
We call the genus g of a higher genus regular fiber the genus of � . In this paper, we
call a simplified purely wrinkled fibration an SPWF for simplicity.

Let �W M ! S2 be a genus-g SPWF. We denote by fs1; : : : ; sng the set of cusps of
f . We put ui D f .si/. We take a regular value p0 of � so that the genus of the
fiber ��1.p0/ is equal to g . The indices of si are chosen so that u1; : : : ;un appear in
this order when we travel the image �.Sf / counterclockwise around p0 . The points
u1; : : : ;un divides the image �.S�/ into n edges. We denote by li � �.S�/ the edge
between ui and uiC1 (we regard the indices as in Z=nZ. In particular, unC1 D u1 ).
We take paths 1; : : : ; n � S2 satisfying the following conditions:

� i connects p0 to a point in Int li .
� Int i \f .S�/D∅
� i \ j D fp0g if i ¤ j

We fix an identification ��1.p0/Š†g . These paths give †g a sequence of vanishing
cycles of � , which we denote by .c1; : : : ; cn/.
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Definition 6.2 [21] Let �W M ! S2 be an SPWF with genus g � 3. We denote by
.c1; : : : ; cn/ a sequence of simple closed curves in †g obtained as above. We call this
sequence a surface diagram of a 4–manifold M .

Remark 6.3 We can define a surface diagram of an SPWF in the obvious way. In
this paper, we call both of the diagram, that of a 4–manifold and that of an SPWF, a
surface diagram.

Remark 6.4 It is known that every smooth map hW M 4 ! S2 from an oriented,
closed, connected 4–manifold M is homotopic to an SPWF with genus greater than 2

(see [22]). In particular, every closed oriented connected 4–manifold has a surface
diagram. Moreover, the total space of an SPWF is uniquely determined by a sequence
of vanishing cycles if the genus is greater than 2 since the group �1.DiffC.†g�1/; id/
is trivial if g � 3. Thus, a 4–manifold is uniquely determined by a surface diagram.
However, it is known that there exist infinitely many SPWFs which have same vanishing
cycles (see [5; 16], for example).

Let �W M ! S2 be a genus-g SPWF and .c1; : : : ; cn/ a surface diagram of � . For a
base point p0 , we take a disk D in S2 n �.S�/ satisfying the following conditions:
� p0 2 @D

� i \D D fp0g, where i � S2 is a reference path from p0 which gives a
vanishing cycle ci .

� 1; : : : ; n;D appear in that order when we go around p0 counterclockwise.

We consider the restriction �jMn��1.Int D/ . This is a purely wrinkled fibration and
satisfies the conditions in the beginning of Section 4. Thus, we can apply arguments
in Section 4 to �jMn��1.Int D/ . In particular, we can describe an algorithm to obtain a
surface diagram of a fibration obtained by applying flip and slip to � . As in Section 4,
we prepare several conditions to give an algorithm precisely. We first remark that
we can assume that '0 is trivial in this case since ��1.@D/ is bounded by the trivial
fibration. In particular, we obtain

y' D .ttc1
.c2/ � � � ttcn�1

.cn/ � ttcn .c1//
�1:

The first condition is on an embedded path ˛ �†g .

Condition W1.c1; : : : ; cn/ A path ˛ �†g intersects c1 at the unique point q 2 c1

transversely. Furthermore, @˛\ .c1[ � � � [ cn/D∅.

We take a path ˛ � †g so that ˛ satisfies the condition W1.c1; : : : ; cn/. We put
@˛ D fw1; w2g. The second condition is on a simple closed curve d � †gC1 and a
diffeomorphism j W †g n fw1; w2g !†gC1 n d .
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Condition W2.c1; : : : ; cn; ˛/ The closure of j .Int˛/ in †gC1 is a simple closed
curve.

We take a simple closed curve d �†gC1 and a diffeomorphism j W †g n fw1; w2g !

†gC1 n d so that they satisfy the condition W2.c1; : : : ; cn; ˛/. We put zc1 D j .c1/.
The third condition is on an element ' 2Mod .†gC1/.zc1; d/.

Condition W3.c1; : : : ; cn; ˛;d; j / We have ˆzc1
.'/ D 1 in Mod.†g/.d/ and

ˆd .'/D ttc1
.c2/ � � � ttcn�1

.cn/ � ttcn .c1/ in Mod.†g/.c1/.

The last condition is on simple closed curves zc2; : : : ; zcn �†gC1 n d .

Condition W4.c1; : : : ; cn; ˛;d; j / For each i 2 f2; : : : ; ng, i.zci/ is isotopic to ci

in †g , where i is an embedding defined by

i W †gC1 n d
j�1

��!†g n fw1; w2g ,!†g:

Furthermore, zci intersects zciC1 at a unique point transversely for each i 2 Z=nZ.

By Theorem 4.3, we immediately obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 6.5 Let �W M!S2 be a genus-g SPWF and .c1; : : : ; cn/ a surface diagram
of � .

(1) Let z� be a genus-.gC 1/ SPWF obtained by applying flip and slip to � . Then,
there exist elements ˛; d; j ; zc2; : : : ; zcn; ' satisfying the conditions W1 , W2 , W3

and W4 so the sequence .zc1; : : : ; zcn; zc1; ˛
0; d; z̨/ gives a surface diagram of z� ,

where zc1 D j .c1/, z̨ is the closure of j .Int˛/ in †gC1 , and ˛0 is defined by

˛0 D
�
'�1
� ttzc1

.zc2/ � � � ttzcn .zc1/

�
.z̨/:

(2) Let ˛; d; j ; zc2; : : : ; zcn and ' be elements satisfying the conditions W1 , W2 , W3

and W4 . Suppose that g is greater than or equal to 3. We take simple closed
curves ˛0; z̨ as in (1). Then, there exists a genus-.gC 1/ SPWF z� obtained by
applying flip and slip to � such that .zc1; : : : ; zcn; zc1; ˛

0; d; z̨/ is a surface diagram
of z� .

As in Section 5, we can deal with SPWFs with small genera by looking at additional
data. Let �W M !S2 be a genus-g SPWF with surface diagram .c1; : : : ; cn/. We take
a disk D�S2 as above. We also take a section � W S2nInt D!M n��1.Int D/ of the
fibration �jMn��1.Int D/ . We put xD�.p0/. We take a trivialization ��1.D/ŠD�†g

so that it is compatible with the identification ��1.p0/Š†g . Let ˇx 2 �1.†g;x/ be
an element which is represented by the loop

p2 ı � W .@D;p0/! .†g n .c1[ � � � [ cn/;x/;
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where p2W D�†g!†g is the projection onto the second component. It is easy to see
that the monodromy along @D (oriented as a boundary of S2nInt D ) corresponds to the
pushing map Push.ˇx/

�1 . Thus, we can assume z'0DPush.ˇx/
�1 2Mod .†gIx/.c1/

in this case. We call the loop ˇx an attaching loop.

Remark 6.6 We can obtain a handle decomposition of the total space of an SPWF by
changing it into a simplified broken Lefschetz fibration using unsink. Indeed, Baykur [4]
gave a way to obtain a handle decomposition of the total spaces of simplified broken
Lefschetz fibrations from monodromy representation (or equivalently, vanishing cycles
of the fibrations). The loop t 7! .t; ˇx.t// 2 D �†g corresponds to the attaching
circle of the 2–handle in the lower side of the fibration. This is because ˇx is called
an attaching loop.

We consider the following conditions on elements ˛; d; j ; '; zc2; : : : ; zcn as in Section 5.

Condition W 0
1
.c1; : : : ; cn; � / A path ˛�†g nfxg intersects c1 at the unique point

q 2 c transversely. Furthermore, @˛\ .c1[ � � � [ cn/D∅.

Condition W 0
2
.c1; : : : ; cn; ˛; � / The closure of j .Int˛/ in †gC1 is a simple closed

curve.

Condition W 0
3
.c1; : : : ; cn; ˛;d; j ; � / Here, we set zc1 D j�1.c1/ and zx D j .x/,

ˆzx
zc1
.'/D 1 in Mod .†gIx/.d/ and ˆzx

d
.'/D ttc1

.c2/ � � � ttcn�1
.cn/ � ttcn .c1/ �Push.ˇx/

in Mod.†gIx/.c/.

Condition W 0
4
.c1; : : : ; cn; ˛;d; j ; � / For each i 2 f2; : : : ; ng, the curve zci �

†gC1 n fzxg satisfies that i.zci/ is isotopic to ci in †g n fxg, where i is the embedding
defined by

i W †gC1 n d
j�1

��!†g n @˛ ,!†g:

Then, we can obtain the following theorem through Theorem 5.2.

Theorem 6.7 Let �W M!S2 be a genus-g SPWF and .c1; : : : ; cn/ a surface diagram
of � . We take a disk D � S2 , � W S2 n Int D ! M n ��1.Int D/, and an element
ˇx 2 �1.†g;x/ as above.

(1) Let z� be a genus-.gC 1/ SPWF obtained by applying flip and slip to � . Then,
there exist elements ˛; d; j ; zc2; : : : ; zcn; ' satisfying the conditions W 0

1
, W 0

2
,

W 0
3

and W 0
4

such that the sequence .zc1; : : : ; zcn; zc1; ˛
0; d; z̨/ gives a surface

diagram z� , where zc1 D j�1.c1/, z̨ is the closure of j�1.Int˛/ in †gC1 ,
and ˛0 is defined by

˛0 D
�
'�1
� ttzc1

.zc2/ � � � ttzcn .zc1
/
�
.z̨/:
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(2) Let ˛; d; j ; zc2; : : : ; zcn and ' be elements satisfying the conditions W 0
1

, W 0
2

, W 0
3

and W 0
4

. Suppose that g is greater than or equal to 2. We take simple closed
curves ˛0; z̨ as in (1). Then, there exists a genus-.gC 1/ SPWF z� obtained by
applying flip and slip to � such that .zc1; : : : ; zcn; zc1; ˛

0; d; z̨/ is a surface diagram
of z� .

Example 6.8 Let p1W S
2 � †k ! S2 be the projection onto the first component

(k � 0). By applying a birth (for details about this move, see [18; 22], for example),
we can change p1 into a genus-.kC 1/ SPWF with two cusps. We then apply a flip
and slip move to this SPWF m times. As a result, we obtain a genus-.k CmC 1/

SPWF on the manifold S2 �†k . We denote this fibration by zp .m/
1
W S2 �†k ! S2 .

Claim A surface diagram of zp .m/
1

corresponds to

.d0; d1; : : : ; d2m; d2mC1; d2m; : : : ; d1/;

where di �†kCmC1 is a simple closed curve described in the left side of Figure 11.

˛
d0

d1

d2m
d2mC1

mC 1 k

j

d

z̨

d0

d1

d2m
d2mC1

mC 1 k

Figure 11: Simple closed curves in the genus-.kCmC 1/ closed surface †kCmC1

We prove this claim by induction on m. The claim is obvious when m D 0. We
assume that m> 0. For simplicity, we denote the Dehn twist along the curve di by i

and its inverse by x{ . For an integer n > 0, let Sn be a regular neighborhood of the
union d0 [ � � � [ dn . By direct calculation, we can prove the following relation in
Mod .SnI @Sn/:

(3) ttd0
.d1/ � � � ttdn�1

.dn/ � ttdn .dn�1/ � � � ttd1
.d0/

D

�
x04 � .01/3 nD 1

x02nC2 � .01 � � � n/nC2 � .x2x3 � � � xn/n n� 2

By induction hypothesis, a sequence .d0; : : : ; d2m�2; d2m�1; d2m�2; : : : ; d1/ is a sur-
face diagram of zp .m�1/

1
. We will stabilize this diagram by using Theorem 6.5. We take a

path ˛�†kC.m�1/C1 as in the left side of Figure 11. Let j W †kCmn@˛!†kCmC1nd

be a diffeomorphism, where d is a nonseparating simple closed curve. By using j , we
regard di as a curve in †kCmC1 . It is easy to see that the element

ttd0
.d1/ � � � ttd2m�2

.d2m�1/ � ttd2m�1
.d2m�2/ � � � ttd1

.d0/
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is contained in the group Mod .†kCmC1/.d; d0/. Moreover, by the relation (3), we
can calculate the image under ˆd0

W Mod .†kCmC1/.d; d0/ ! Mod .†kCm/.d/ as
follows:

ˆd0
.ttd0

.d1/ � � � ttd2m�2
.d2m�1/ � ttd2m�1

.d2m�2/ � � � ttd1
.d0//

D

�
ˆd0

.x04 � .01/3/ mD 1

ˆd0
.x04mC2 � .01 � � � 2m� 1/2mC1 � .x2x3 � � � 2m� 1/2m�1/ m� 2

D id;

where the last equality is proved by the chain relation of the mapping class group.
Note that this equality still holds in the group Mod . xS I @ xS/, where S is a regular
neighborhood of the union d [ d0[ � � � [ d2m�1 . We put

' D ttd0
.d1/ � � � ttd2m�2

.d2m�1/ � ttd2m�1
.d2m�2/ � � � ttd1

.d0/ 2Mod .†kCmC1/.d; d0/:

The elements ˛; d; j ; d0; : : : ; d2m�1; ' satisfy conditions W1 , W2 , W3 and W4 .
Therefore, by Theorem 6.5, the following sequence is a surface diagram of zp .m/

1
:

.d0; : : : ; d2m�2; d2m�1; d2m�2; : : : ; d1; d0; z̨; d; z̨/

Note that this still holds when the genus of zp .m�1/
1

is less than 3 since the above
calculation of elements of mapping class groups can be done in regular neighborhoods
of curves. This proves the claim on surface diagrams of S2 �†k .

Remark 6.9 It is known that there is a genus-k SPWF qW S2�†k�1 #S1�S3!S2

without cusp singularities for k � 1. This was introduced in [4], and was called
the step fibration. By the same argument as in Example 6.8, we can prove that
.d0; d1; : : : ; d2m�1; d2m; d2m�1; : : : ; d1/ is a surface diagram of the fibration obtained
by applying flip and slip to q m times.

We can also prove the claims on surface diagrams of S2�†k and S2�†k�1 #S1�S3

by using Lemma 6.13.

Example 6.10 We next construct a surface diagram of #2S1�S3 , which will be used
to construct a surface diagram of S4 . To do this, we first prove the following lemma.

Lemma 6.11 #2S1 � S3 admits a genus-2 SPWF � without cusps. Moreover, an
attaching loop ˇx of this fibration is described as in the left side of Figure 12, where e0

is a vanishing cycle of indefinite fold singularity.
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ˇx

x

e0

˛

j

ıC

ı�

z̨

d

Figure 12: We have that z̨ is the closure of j .Int˛/ in †3 .

Proof of Lemma 6.11 It is easy to show that there exists a genus-2 SPWF � without
cusps and whose attaching loop is ˇx which is described in Figure 12. Furthermore,
we can draw a Kirby diagram of the total space of � as described in Figure 13. It can be
easily shown by Kirby calculus that this manifold is diffeomorphic to #2S1 �S3 .

0

C1

0

3� h� 3
4� h

S
Figure 13: Kirby diagram of the fibration �

We take a path ˛ �†2 as in the left side of Figure 12. We also take a diffeomorphism
j W †2n@˛!†3nd , where d is a nonseparating simple closed curve in †3 , so that the
closure of j .Int˛/ is a simple closed curve. Let ıC; ı� �†3 be simple closed curves
descried as in the right side of Figure 12. We define an element ' 2Mod .†3Ix/.d; e0/

as
' D Push.ˇx/ � tıC � t

�1
ı�
:

It is easy to see that this element satisfies ˆx
d
.'/ D Push.ˇx/ and ˆx

e0
.'/ D id.

Thus, the elements ˛; d; j ; e0; ' satisfy the conditions W 0
1

, W 0
2

, W 0
3

and W 0
4

. By
Theorem 6.7, .e0; ˛

0; d; z̨/ is a surface diagram of the fibration obtained by applying
flip and slip to � , where ˛0 D .'�1/.z̨/ (see Figure 14).

Remark 6.12 More generally, we can obtain a genus-.m C 2/ surface diagram
of #2S1 � S3 by looking at vanishing cycles of a fibration obtained by applying
flip and slip to � m times.
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e0 d

z̨

˛0

˛0

z̨

d e0

Figure 14: Simple closed curves contained in a surface diagram of #2S1 �S3

Claim Let e1; : : : ; e3mC1 be simple closed curves in †mC2 described in Figure 15.
The following sequence is the surface diagram of #2S1 �S3 :

.e1; e2; : : : ; e2m�1; e2m; e2mC1; e2mC2; e2m�1; e2mC3; e2m�3; : : : ; e3m; e3; e3mC1/

e3

e4

e7 e2m�1 e2mC1

e3m�1

e5

e6

e3m
e2

e1

e3mC1

e3

e4

e7 e2mC1 e2m�1

e3m�1

e5

e6

e3m
e2

e1

e3mC1

Figure 15: The upper figure describes simple closed curves e1; : : : ; e3mC1

in the case m is even, while the lower figure describes simple closed curves
e1; : : : ; e3mC1 in the case m is odd.

Before looking at the next example, we prove the following lemma.
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Lemma 6.13 Let .c1; : : : ; cn/ be a genus-g surface diagram of an SPWF �W M!S2 .
We take a simple closed curve  � †g which intersects ci0

at a unique point trans-
versely. Then there exists a genus-g SPWF �sW Ms! S2 whose surface diagram is
.c1; : : : ; ci0�1; ci0

; ; ci0
; ci0C1; : : : ; cn/. Moreover, if g is greater than or equal to 3,

the manifold Ms is obtained from M by applying surgery along  , where we regard 
as in a regular fiber of � .

Proof of Lemma 6.13 By applying cyclic permutation to the sequence .c1; : : : ; cn/ if
necessary, we can assume that i0D 1. It is easy to see that the element ttc1

. / � tt .c1/ is
contained in the kernel of ˆc1

. Thus, the product ttc1
. /�tt .c1/�ttc1

.c2/ � � � ttcn .c1/ is also
contained in the kernel of ˆc1

. This implies existence of a genus-g simplified broken
Lefschetz fibration with vanishing cycles .c1; tc1

. /; t .c1/; tc1
.c2/; : : : ; tcn

.c1//. Such
a fibration can be changed into a genus-g SPWF �sW Ms! S2 with surface diagram
.c1; ; c1; : : : ; cn/ by applying sink. To prove the statement on Ms , we look at the
submanifold S of M satisfying the following conditions:

(1) The image f .S/ is a disk and the intersection f .S \Sf / forms a connected
arc without cusps.

(2) A vanishing cycle of indefinite folds in f .S/ is c1 .

(3) The restriction f jSnf �1.Sf /W S n Sf ! f .S/ n f .Sf / is a disjoint union of
trivial fibrations.

(4) The higher genus fiber of f jS W S ! f .S/ is a regular neighborhood of the
union c1[  .

0 0

�1 �1

Figure 16: Left: a Kirby diagram of S ; right: a Kirby diagram of xS

We can easily draw a Kirby diagram of S as in the left side of Figure 16. This diagram
implies that S is diffeomorphic to S1�D3 , and that a generator of �1.S/ corresponds
to a simple closed curve  . Let xS be a manifold which is described in the right side
of Figure 16. This manifold admit a fibration to D2 with connected indefinite fold,
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which forms an arc, and two Lefschetz singularities. Furthermore, a regular fiber of
the fibration is either a genus-1 surface with one boundary component or a disk. By
Kirby calculus, we can prove that this manifold is diffeomorphic to D2 �S2 . By the
construction of the fibration �s , the manifold Ms can be obtained by removing S

from M , and then attaching xS along the boundary. This completes the proof of
Lemma 6.13.

Example 6.14 Let e1; e2; e3; e4 be simple closed curves in †3 as described in
Figure 17. As is shown, a sequence .e1; e2; e3; e4/ is a surface diagram of #2S1�S3 .
We take a curve i (i D 1; 2; 3; 4) as shown in Figure 17. The curve 1 intersects e1

at a unique point transversely. By Lemma 6.13, a sequence .e1; 1; e1; e2; e3; e4/ is
a surface diagram of some 4–manifold obtained by applying surgery to #2S1 �S3 .
Indeed, we can prove by Kirby calculus that this diagram represents the manifold
S1�S3 . In the same way, we can prove the following correspondence between surface
diagrams and 4–manifolds:

surface diagram corresponding 4–manifold
.e1; 1; e1; e2; e3; 4; e3; e4/ S4

.e1; 1; e1; e2; e3; 3; e3; e4/ S1 �S3 # S2 �S2

.e1; 1; e1; e2; e3; 4; e3; 4; e3; e4/ S2 �S2

.e1; 1; 2; 1; e1; e2; e3; 4; e3; e4/ CP2 # CP
2

e2

e3

4 3 1
2

e1

e4

Figure 17: Simple closed curves in †3

In particular, we have obtained two genus-3 SPWFs on S2�S2 which is derived from
the following two surface diagrams: the diagram .d0; d1; d2; d3; d4; d5; d4; d3; d2; d1/

in Example 6.8, and the diagram .e1; 1; e1; e2; e3; 4; e3; 4; e3; e4/ as above. The
SPWF which corresponds to the former diagram is homotopic to the projection
p1W S

2 �S2! S2 onto the first projection. Indeed, this SPWF was constructed by
applying birth and flip and slip to p1 . On the other hand, it is easy to prove (by Kirby cal-
culus, for example) that a regular fiber of the SPWF corresponding to the latter diagram
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is nullhomologous in S2 �S2 . Thus, two genus-3 SPWFs above are not homotopic.
In the same way, we can prove that two SPWFs on S1�S3 #S2�S2 derived from the
following two diagrams are not homotopic: the diagram .d0; d1; d2; d3; d4; d3; d2; d1/

which is obtained by applying flip and slip to the step fibration twice (see Remark 6.9),
and the diagram .e1; 1; e1; e2; e3; 3; e3; e4/ as above.
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